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VACCINATION / IMMUNIZATION
“Any action that is dictated by fear or by coercion
of any kind ceases to be moral”. - Mahatma Gandhi
Vaccination is the injection of the killed microbe (virus/bacteria) to stimulate
the immune system (by producing antibodies) against the microbe, there by preventing
disease. It is based upon the premise that immunity is your only protection against
infectious diseases, and that without it, you should be exposed to a specific disease
causing germ then you can succumb to the disease & even die!
Germs are every where, they are in the air we breathe, in the food we eat, in
the water we drink and on every thing we touch. We are constantly exposed to germ,
yet for the most of the time we remain healthy. If germs are the cause of disease then
why is it that we are not sick all the time? Million of people carry within them the
germs of influenza, tuberculosis, tetanus infections & many other diseases yet remain
perfectly healthy.
Medical researcher have also noted that• Many cases of AIDS have occurred in people with no trace of the AIDS
virus.
• Tuberculosis germ is often absent in early stages of tuberculosis.
• Diphtheria germ was absent in 28- 40 % of diphtheria cases claimed by
renowned physician Sir William Osler.
British Council published a study (May 1950 Report No 272) which showed
that there was no relationship between antibodies levels & incidence of diphtheria. It
was also observed that many diphtheria patients had high levels of anti bodies, where
as many of the doctors, nurses and friends who were in constant contact with the
diphtheria patient had low antibody levels (no immunity) and yet remained perfectly
well. Therefore it is evident that viruses and bacteria are not the sole cause of
infectious diseases, there is something else.
Studies have also shown that measles, rubella, diphtheria & other infections
can still occur in fully immune individuals. These child hood infections represent an
acute crisis of toxic elimination. When a child develops these infectious diseases, it is
not because it contracted a germ from outside but it occurs when child’s toxicity level
reaches an unsafe level, for it is then that the body must take emergency action to
reduce the toxic load.
We may diagnose these symptoms as mumps, measles, catarrh, cancer, small
pox etc, as we similarly name the various products of the soil as wheat, corn, oat,
many kinds of grasses, weeds, trees etc; but regardless of the arbitrary names of the
symptom at the surface; they all come from the centre.
Germs are not our enemies but our friends. Their real purpose is to feed on
waste matter within our bodies and thus assist in the important task of keeping our
system clean. It is a peaceful co-existence- symbiosis.
Defensive action of the immune system depends on the body’s inherent
vitality. If it is vital enough it will resists all infections. So the key to strengthen our
immune system lies in raising our vitality.
We know that
• Vaccines contain toxic additives and heavy metals Mercury, Aluminum,
Ethylene glycol (antifreeze), Formaldehyde.
• Rubella, Hepatitis A, Chicken pox vaccines were developed with the use of
human diploid cells. (The dissected organ of aborted human fetuses)
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Homoeopathic indicated potentized medicines help to cure the disease through
raising the human vitality. Healthy and nutritious diet, plenty of fresh air and sun
shine, adequate rest and sleep and above all loving and caring attitude towards the
child enhances the child’s vitality.
So let us make the soil unfertile for those diseases, that is true prevention and
do not worry about vaccination.
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